
Budget Key Points

Say “Cheers” to George?

The Chancellor, George Osborne, has dusted off his red briefcase and delivered his 2013 Budget.

Whilst, once again, perhaps not the most thrilling of announcements, there continue to be opportunities 

and there are certainly a few areas worth highlighting.  So why not celebrate and take advantage of the 

(generous!) 1p reduction in duty on beer!

Key Points in Summary

Annual Investment Allowance (AIA)

Increased from £25,000 to £250,000 on 1 January 2013, is now set to continue at this higher level until 

January 2015.

This provides 100% tax relief on outright purchases (via cash, loan or hire purchase) of plant/machinery 

and fixtures/fittings (excludes most cars).  

Care should be taken if other arrangements are used, for example finance or operating leases as whilst 

tax relief may be available, the AIA will not be.

Corporation tax reduces

Main rate of corporation tax to reduce to 21% from April 2014 and a further reduction to 20% from April 

2015.  Therefore, from April 2015, the main rate of corporation tax and the small company rate of 

corporation tax will be unified at 20%.

Employer’s National Insurance

Allowance of £2,000 towards the cost of employer’s National Insurance from April 2014.  There is relatively 

little detail to this announcement at present as to how the allowance will be provided and we await further 

details.

Real Time Information

Small businesses (employers with fewer than 50 employees) given a temporary relaxation from payroll 

Real Time Information (RTI) requirements.

Until 5 October 2013, practices fewer than 50 employees can send information to HMRC no later than the 

end of the tax month, rather than on the payment date.  This will help practices paying weekly to adapt to 

the reporting arrangements.  

Taxable 

profits* < 

£300K

Taxable 

profits* 

£300K - £1.5m

Taxable 

profits*

above £1.5m

Current 20% 25% 24%

From April 2013 20% 23.75% 23%

From April 2014 20% 21.25% 21%

From April 2015 20% 20% 20%
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Personal Allowance

Increase in the personal allowance to £9,440 from April 2013 and up to £10,000 from April 2014. 

However, for higher rate tax payers, what the Chancellor has given in one hand (by increasing the 

personal allowance), he takes away with the other, as the basic rate band is reducing by a 

corresponding £560.

Therefore, all other matters being equal, whilst basic rate tax payers will be better off, higher rate tax 

payers will be no better off.

Reduction in the “super rate” of income tax from 50% to 45% 

For those individuals earning in excess of £150,000 per annum, there is good news!  The anticipated 

reduction in the “super rate” of income tax from 50% to 45% (applying on that part of income over the 

£150,000) came into force on 6 April 2013.

Whilst the government had suggested that the 50% rate was only going to be a temporary measure, it 

is obviously pleasing that they have kept to their word!

Pension changes

• Annual allowance down in April 2014 from £50,000 to £40,000.

• Lifetime limit down in April 2014 from £1.5m to £1.25m.

Crack down on avoidance

Anti-avoidance announcements are set to bring in an additional £3bn per year to the Government’s 

coffers.    These include a General Anti Abuse Rule from April 2013.  The implementation of the Rule 

will be the interesting as it revolves around whether arrangements are “abusive” in the eyes of HMRC.

It remains to be seen how this will be enforced in practice and we will provide more detail when it is 

available.

The above article was prepared for inclusion in the April 2013 VPMA newsletter.

All information contained within this release was correct at the time of print.

The author welcomes questions from readers and can be contacted on 01242 680000 or 

suzanne.headington@hazlewoods.co.uk

This release has been prepared as a guide to topics of current financial business interests.  We strongly recommend you take 

professional advice before making decisions on matters discussed here.  No responsibility for any loss to any person acting as 

a result of this material can be accepted by us.
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